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International Users Group - Process Room Project:

• **Global BIM Guidelines Wiki**

**Overview**

• **Multitude of BIM Guides** around the world
  – overlapping information
  – many **derived from the same source**
  – others **created in a vacuum**

• buildingSMART Process Room project
  – **bring together** all the various BIM guides and documents
  – create a **fully searchable** ‘Wiki-style’ website
  – **review** of each document

**Objective:**

• **Ability for any practitioner** or end user to find applicable guides
• **Reduces/eliminates** recreation of content
• Enable searches for **common themes and elements**
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Currently approximately 150 documents identified – only 10 completed.
Template is stored as a document so it is easy to find and complete.
Part A: Document Overview
• Document summary
• Intended use and audience (stakeholders)

Part B: Document Content
• Does the document contain guidance, definitions, specifications or reference for such things as:
  – Planning
  – Technical Specifications
  – Implementation Processes
  – Supporting Tools
  – Legal Aspects
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Future Plans

• Develop a BIM planning **framework**
  – WHAT, *not* HOW

• Harmonize and standardize **common aspects**
  – E.g. LOD

• Platform for **education**
Guidelines & Best Practices
International Standards - IUG Rooms = ISO WG

Best Practice

COBIM

NHB

Other

Standard Practice
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